1. NRF 2022 Year in Review

In 2022, NRF secured legislative wins, convened industry-leading events and found new and creative ways to tell retail’s story. For an overview of NRF’s work on retail’s behalf, watch our 2022 Year in Review video.

2. 2023 retail predictions and priorities

What’s in store for retail this year? Check out our annual industry predictions blog post, advocacy priorities outlook and listen to NRF President and CEO Matthew Shay on NRF’s Retail Gets Real podcast as he discusses industry and consumer trends that will impact the state of retail in 2023.

3. Retail’s Big Show was bigger than ever — and there is a lot more to come!

View event photos, blog posts, press coverage and video highlights from NRF 2023 here!

NRF is headed to one of the world’s fastest-growing markets — in June 2024, we’re bringing all the power and reach of our New York show to Singapore, five months after NRF 2024: Retail’s Big Show in New York City.

4. Get ready for NRF Supply Chain 360

This April, NRF Supply Chain 360 will convene the retail industry’s leading professionals in the fields of supply chain and sustainability. The event will take place in Long Beach, Calif., and will address ongoing supply chain and sustainability challenges with new insights.

5. Trending now: NRF consumer research

Consumers are sharing the love and expecting to spend a total of $25.9B on their valentines this year. Check out NRF’s Valentine’s Day data here. Consumers keep surprising us — NRF partnered with Affinity Solutions to identify some of the key ways consumers defied expectations in 2022. Read more here.

6. New research from Deloitte

Check out this report from Big Show sponsor Deloitte about the impact 2022 had on global financial well-being and consumers’ continued resilience.
SUNMI showcased its groundbreaking innovations for the retail business at NRF 2023

With new IoT-powered business solutions for multiple scenarios, SUNMI demonstrated its wide ranges of IoT devices including payment, mobile, desktop terminals, kiosks and platform services during NRF 2023. Whether customers from the warehousing, logistics or from grocery industry, there must be Android devices for them. Click here to explore more exciting solutions now.